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STATUS OF LATTICE STRUCTURE FUNCTIONCALCULATIONS�Stefano CapitaniDESY Zeuthen, John von Neumann-Institut für Computing (NIC)Platanenallee 6, 15738 Zeuthen, Germany(Reeived June 13, 2002)Lattie QCD allows omputations of moments of struture funtionsfrom �rst priniples. An overview of the present status of the alulationsis given. Reent results and future perspetives are disussed.PACS numbers: 12.38.G, 12.38.�t, 11.15.Ha1. IntrodutionThe moments of struture funtions an be alulated from �rst prin-iples, without making any model assumptions, using the non-perturbativetehniques of lattie QCD. Numerous results have been obtained from lattieomputations in the last years. They inlude the alulation of the lowestmoments of the unpolarized struture funtions, of the spin-dependent g1and g2 struture funtions and of the h1 transversity struture funtion.Some higher-twist matrix elements have been studied as well.The novelties of the last ouple of years are the �rst omputations ofstruture funtions done in full QCD (unquenhed), and new proposals forthe extrapolations to the hiral limit using hiral perturbation theory. A lot ofwork, however, still needs to be done in order to ontrol other systematiunertainties like the ontinuum limit or the non-perturbative renormaliza-tion. 2. Struture funtions on the lattieIt is not possible to ompute the struture funtions diretly on thelattie, as they desribe the physis lose to the light one, and Monte Carlosimulations are instead done in Eulidean spae. One an, however, alulatetheir moments via OPEs whih have the general form� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3025)



3026 S. Capitani1Z0 xnFi �x;Q2� � Ci;n�Q2�2 � hh jOn(�)jh i : (1)The Wilson oe�ients Ci;n ontain the short-distane physis, alulablein ontinuum perturbation theory. The long-distane physis is ontained inthe hadroni matrix elements, whih an be omputed doing Monte Carlosimulations and then performing a proper lattie renormalization.The expansions of Eq. (1) are dominated by operators of twist two.The moments of the unpolarized quark distributions, of the spin-dependentstruture funtion g1, of the d2 omponent of g2 and of the h1 transversitystruture funtion are respetively measured by the following operatorshxni � hh j f�D�1 � � �D�ng  jh i ; (2a)h(�x)ni � hh j 5f�D�1 � � �D�ng  jh i ; (2b)hxnid2 � hh j 5[�Df�1D�2℄ � � �D�ng  jh i ; (2)h(Æx)ni � hh j 5��f�1D�2 � � �D�ng  jh i : (2d)The moments of the unpolarized gluon distributionhxnig � Dh��� X� Tr (F �� D�2 � � �D�nF��1)��� hE ; (3)whih in the �avor singlet ase mix with the moments in Eq. (2a), havebeen quite hard to ompute on the lattie up to now, and for this reasononly non-singlet quark distributions are generally onsidered.Struture funtions alulations on the lattie have been done with Wil-son fermions whih, however, break hiral symmetry. This auses an additivemass renormalization even for vanishing bare masses, and a heavy lattiepion (m� � 500 MeV). Therefore, one needs to perform extrapolations tothe hiral limit, and this systemati error has to be ontrolled1.Extrapolations to the ontinuum limit a ! 0 need also to be done. Toget a faster onvergene to the ontinuum and derease the systemati errorarising from the �niteness of the lattie spaing, O(a) improvement has beenimplemented in most ases: the ontributions of O(a) are removed so thatone has Dp ��� bOL��� p0EMC = ad �Dp ��� bO��� p0Ephys +O(a2)� : (4)1 Reent formulations of hiral fermions on the lattie, alled Ginsparg�Wilson (inpartiular: overlap, domain-wall and �xed-point fermions), possess exat hiral sym-metry also at �nite lattie spaing and thus do not su�er from this problem.



Status of Lattie Struture Funtion Calulations 3027This is ahieved in on-shell matrix elements by adding a ounterterm to theWilson ation, �SfI = sw ig0a4 r=4a Px;��  (x)���F lover�� (x) (x). The im-provement oe�ient sw, whih has to be exatly tuned so as to anel allO(a) ontributions oming from the ation, is now well known. The variousoperators have to be improved as well, and this is ahieved by adding asounterterms bases of higher-dimensional operators with the same symme-tries as the original unimproved ones: Oimp = (1 + bO am)O + aPi i eOi(with dim( eOi) = dim(O) + 1), and determining the oe�ients bO and i.After the matrix elements have been simulated with Monte Carlo algo-rithms, they need to be renormalized from the lattie to the ontinuumhOonti i =Xj  Æij � g2016�2�Rlatij �Rontij �!DOlatj E : (5)Sine Lorentz and (for Wilson fermions) hiral symmetry are broken on thelattie, mixing of operators under renormalization is more ompliated thanin the ontinuum. Muh e�ort has been spent on omputing perturbativerenormalization fators, whih are now known for the lowest three momentsof all struture funtions in the ase of Wilson (often in the O(a) improvedtheory) and of overlap fermions. For renormalization alulations see Ref. [1℄and referenes therein. The relevant perturbative renormalization fatorshave been alulated also for some lasses of higher-twist operators [2℄.Non-perturbative renormalization has instead been quite hard to do inthe standard Wilson ase, where it is di�ult to �nd a plateau for extratingthe signal. This is not the ase in the Shrödinger Funtional approah,where one has a better ontrol over many systemati errors, although theomputation of the running of renormalization fators is quite tedious [3℄.For reasons of omputing power, struture funtions have been studiedmostly in the quenhed approximation, and only reently full QCD om-putations have beome feasible. On the lattie the (Grassmann) fermionvariables are integrated out, and in full QCD one uses the partition funtionZ = Z DU det(6D[U ℄ +mq) e�Sg [U ℄ ; �U� = eiag0A�� : (6)Quenhing instead amounts to putting det(6D[U ℄ + mq) = 1 in the simu-lations. In physial terms, this means that there are no sea quarks in thealulations: the internal quark loops are negleted. Although it looks quitedrasti, in many ases this does not turn out to be a bad approximation.



3028 S. Capitani3. ResultsVarious ollaborations have been studying struture funtions on thelattie in the last years: the QCDSF Collaboration, the LHPC Collabora-tion, and a ollaboration whih uses the Shrödinger Funtional sheme. SeeRefs. [3�5℄ respetively for reent works and further referenes.The major advanement in the last ouple of years has been the ompu-tation of the struture funtions in full QCD. The �rst studies with dynam-ial fermions have shown that for various struture funtions of the u and dquarks there are no statistially signi�ant di�erenes between quenhed andfull QCD results. This was disovered by the LHPC Collaboration and thenon�rmed by the QCDSF Collaboration. We then have two alulations infull QCD with the same message: the results for quenhed and unquenhedmoments are nearly equal, and the observed disrepanies of lattie resultswith experiment are still there. Quenhing had been previously onjeturedas the ause of these disrepanies, but evidently this is not the ase, at leastfor the values of quark masses attainable at present, whih are unfortunatelyquite large.Usually only the lowest three or so moments of the various struturefuntions an be alulated, due to inreasing omputational di�ulties andmixing problems. The largest disrepanies onern unpolarized quark dis-tributions. The spin-dependent g1 and g2 struture funtions have beenextensively studied as well, and also the axial harge gA = �u��d, whoseresult is not so far from experiment. The g2 struture funtion with Wil-son fermions presents a mixing problem due to hirality breaking2: thereis a mixing with lower-dimensional operators, whih gives rise to power di-vergenes � 1=an in the ontinuum limit. The h1 transversity struturefuntion, whose lowest moment is the tensor harge, has also been studiedon the lattie. A reent lattie result for this quantity, whih has never beenmeasured, is Æu � Æd = 1:21(4) [6℄. An experimental measure of the h1transversity struture funtions would therefore, be quite interesting.The results oming from lattie QCD are getting more and more preise,so it would also be useful to have more preise measurements of partondistributions and above all a areful analysis of their errors. Some �rststudies in this diretion have been presented at this onferene [7℄.Nevertheless, on urrent latties there are still some pratial limitations.One of them is given by the di�ulty to ompute disonneted diagrams(i.e. onneted, but only by gluon lines). Only exploratory studies havebeen made so far, and these diagrams have not yet been inluded in lattieomputations. They are, however, �avor independent and therefore, they2 With Ginsparg�Wilson fermions this mixing is thus forbidden.



Status of Lattie Struture Funtion Calulations 3029do not ontribute to the di�erenes between u and d struture funtions(for mu = md, whih is the ase). This means that quantities like gA =�u � �d and hxniu�d do not reeive ontributions from disonneted dia-grams.Another limitation is given by the extrapolations to the hiral limit.Chiral and ontinuum extrapolations are performed using the �t formulaA+Bm2� + C a2 ; (7)and doing just the naive hiral extrapolations inm2� ould also turn out to bean explanation for the disrepanies. The extrapolations to the ontinuumlimit are quadrati in the lattie spaing when improved fermions are used.There have also been quenhed alulations whih use the ShrödingerFuntional. This is a �nite volume sheme (with Dirihlet boundary on-ditions on the time diretion) in whih it is possible to do simulations atvery small quark masses, and the pion is muh lighter than in the stan-dard Wilson ase. The renormalization sale is identi�ed with the inversesize of the lattie, � = 1=L, whih allows one to apply �nite-size salingtehniques; there is no need to go to the in�nite volume limit. In theShrödinger Funtional alulations the renormalization of operators an bedone non-perturbatively, at sales extending over some orders of magnitude.The results for the lowest moment of the unpolarized struture funtion ofthe pion, in the MS sheme at the renormalization sale � = 2.4 GeV, ishxi = 0:30 � 0:03, while the experimental number is hxi = 0:23 � 0:02.4. Chiral extrapolationsIt has reently been suggested that extrapolations of the lattie data us-ing hiral perturbation theory ould solve the disrepany with experiment.It seems that the pion loud of the nuleon is not adequately desribedby urrent latties. The IR behavior of pion loops generates hiral logs� m2� lnm2�, and using hiral perturbation theory [8℄ one gets for the unpo-larized ase hxniu�d � An h1� (3g2A+1)=(4�f�)2m2� lnm2�i. Introduing inthis non-analyti term a phenomenologial uto� � (the size of the souregenerating the pion loud) one then arrives at the �t formula [9℄hxniu�d = An"1� �3g2A + 1�(4�f�)2 m2� ln� m2�m2� + �2�#+Bnm2� + Cn a2 : (8)



3030 S. CapitaniIt looks like phenomenologial extrapolations whih use hiral perturba-tion theory ould solve the disrepany with experiment. However, they needto be better investigated, and although they have the potential to explainthe disrepany, it is still too soon to say something ertain3.So far we are able to reprodue the phenomenologial results only atposteriori. The orresponding values of � lie between 300 MeV and 700 MeV,so � does not seem at present to have some preditive power. Moreover, theurrently available lattie data do not even disriminate between naive hiral�ts, Eq. (7), and hiral perturbation theory �ts, Eq. (8). The problem isthat in present simulations the pions are not su�iently light. A smaller pionmass is needed (m� < 250 MeV) in order that the parameters of the hiralexpansions an be well determined on the lattie. For suh determinationsa omputing power of about 8 Tera�ops for one year is required [9℄. Thenext generation of omputers, whih will ome in a ouple of years, shouldthen be able to perform these alulations.For the pion loud of the proton to be adequately inluded in the lattiebox and properly measured in Monte Carlo simulations, the pion orrelationlength should also be smaller than the lattie size, otherwise it will not befully ontained in the lattie. The length of a spatial dimension for urrentlyavaliable latties is about 2 fermi, so it would be very useful to do simulationsalso with larger physial volumes and minimize �nite volume e�ets4.The pion loud will be the fous of many future lattie investigations.5. Higher twistThere are a few lattie results regarding higher-twist orretions for thepion and the nuleon [2℄. They show that, for the twist-four ontributionsoming from 4-fermion operators like PA  �5 tA �  �5 tA , the 1=Q2power orretions are, at least in these partiular ases, quite small.The alulations give, for a partiular ontribution (I = 2) to the twist-4matrix element of the �rst moment of the unpolarized pion distribution,1Z0 dxF2 �x;Q2� ���I=2 = 1:67(64) �s �Q2� f2�Q2 ; (9)3 A reent alulation [10℄ seems also to show that in the polarized ase the next orderorretions give a �t formula whih deviates very little from the naive extrapolations.4 We should also mention that the lattie results for elasti form fators seem to havedisrepany problems similar to the struture funtions, partiularly in the ase ofthe magneti form fator. It is likely that in this ase too the pion loud is not beingproperly simulated and �nite-size e�ets are present.



Status of Lattie Struture Funtion Calulations 3031and for the proton, for a partiular lass of operators (�avor 27, I = 1),1Z0 dxF2 �x;Q2� ���27;I=1 = �0:0006(5) �s �Q2�m2PQ2 : (10)These speial �avor and isospin ombinations are hosen to avoid mixingwith lower-dimensional operators. The above twist-4 numbers are muhsmaller than the twist-2 lattie matrix element (at Q2=4GeV2) of the pion,1R0 dxF2(x;Q2) = 0:152(7), and of the proton, whih is about 0:14.We point out that these studies, ontrary to leading-twist operators,are not omplete and systemati. Mixing problems have so far limited thealulations only to a restrited lass of operators.6. PerspetivesThe lattie alulations of struture funtions are getting more and morere�ned. However, the physis of the pion loud must be properly inluded,and simulations on latties of large physial volumes as well as proper ex-trapolations to the hiral limit will need to be done.Ginsparg�Wilson fermions possess exat hiral symmetry and ould helpto study the hiral limit. Calulations with the Shrödinger Funtional willalso be useful for a better understanding of the approah to the hiral limit.Contributions of higher-twist operators to moments of parton distribu-tions seem to be quite small, but they have not been systematially studied.They will ontinue to be a hallenge for lattie QCD for a few more years.Disonneted diagrams will have to be inluded in the simulations.An almost virgin territory for the lattie is the study of the momentumand spin distributions of the gluon, whih so far have been plagued in MonteCarlo simulations by large statistial errors. It would be quite interesting toknow them. The lattie distributions of sea quarks are also unknown.REFERENCES[1℄ S. Capitani, G. Rossi, Nul. Phys. B433, 351 (1995); G. Bearini, M. Bianhi,S. Capitani, G. Rossi, Nul. Phys. B456, 271 (1995); M. Gökeler et al.,Nul. Phys. B472, 309 (1996); S. Capitani, Nul. Phys. B592, 183 (2001);S. Capitani, Nul. Phys. B597, 313 (2001).[2℄ S. Capitani et al. (QCDSF), Nul. Phys. B570, 393 (2000); S. Capitani et al.(QCDSF), Nul. Phys. B Pro. Suppl. 94, 299 (2001).
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